A GENERATION THAT IGNORES HISTORY HAS NO PAST AND NO FUTURE
Elias Kifle of Ethiopian Review.com editor & Abraha Belai of Ethiomedia.com editor are multiple-faced,
opportunistic flirts, big-headed and conmen of Ethiopian politics, the dodgiest of used car salesmen,
trying to flog a clapped-out, broken down model for change by slapping on new coat of paints”. Wake up!
By: Dr G Bekele – 21 January 2011
Human Evil and Muddled Thinking: “We are the showcases of the future. And it is within our power to
mould that future---this year and for decades to come. It can be as grand and as great as we make it. No
crisis is beyond the capacity of our people to solve and no challenge too great” said the late Ronald
Reagan once. The twin, stubborn and arrogant Elias Kifle who used to dance, wine and dine with Shaebia until
recent date and milked the EPPF monies to travel to Eritrea and Abraha Belai who used to be one of the right hand
propaganda cadres of Meles & Co, and still strives and works behind closed doors to get the likes of Seye Abraha
to cease power after Meles has made great mistakes, terrible mistakes, self-deluding mistakes and also selfdestructive mistakes to blackmail the reputable names of Ethiopian patriots and armed fighters: EPPF and mess
up with the loyal and brave children of Ethiopia who voluntarily armed themselves to remove the TPLF
mercenaries from power to free our oppressed citizen and also liberate our beloved country Ethiopia. It is the kind
of silly mistakes that they will never recover from. Even now, they miserably failed to correct their past mistakes by
apologising to EPPF fighters hence they would be definitely sinking fast in like-ability and popularity they claimed.
But pause before you swallow too many pat theories as peddles by all the usual suspected people and
organisations like theirs were said to be of human beings, no matter what they did and said before about everyone
under the sun. Nevertheless, I say, “Diseased limbs must be amputated before it infects the rest of the
body”. Yes, their devious tactics and deeds should be stopped and made to die to go to its graves before they
poison us all and damage the struggle. We already have more than enough enemies in the TPLF/EPRDF. So, whom
do they think they are kidding? Ah, I hear their supporters cry loud; but they worked hard? Is this really hard work?
It certainly sounds like it. It is not easy to divide this big and great nation of course. Oh yes, they worked hard. And
one must suppose that they enjoyed all of it and became wealthy in the end. And hard work is really so much
easier when their bosses in Ethiopia control all the businesses in the country and their families and friends occupy
all government offices. Hard work is much pleasant too, when you don’t have to worry about cooking, washing-up
or taking your clothes to the dry cleaners or driving yourself for laying out your clothes, or laying thousand other
chores that take up the time of other hard working people that are not working but begging in the streets of Addis
Ababa and elsewhere sleeping rough in carbon boxes and nearby forests with hyenas and foxes. And others are
scattered around the bushes in Eritrea, Gonder, Gojam, Wollo, Harar and other regions in Ethiopia to fight our
enemies on our behalf. That was indeed a hard work. Isn’t life grand and politics dirty too, when the likes of Elias
Kifle and Abraha Belai talk trash against those EPPF fighters and all others like them? I am sure they have done
some good job to date. I do not doubt that. But it is absurd and cowardly to foolishly suggest on their two websites
that they are our hardworking patriots, heroes and all those bullshit that their blinded supporters were telling us for
the past few years. Either they all are deceiving the nation, deceiving themselves or both like we all were deceived
by the likes of the most devious sod Ben of Ethiopiafirst.com, Hodam Solomon Tekalign and others. Their trusting
fools and silly supporters may say that my criticisms are influenced by my support for EPPF or personal grudges
against the two or some kind of jealousy or prejudice. None of these are the reasons behind my critiques at all.
What triggered me was this. I believe I am saddened and motivated by a strong sense of disgust combined with a
sort of hilarious disbelief of what I have read recently and heard about the accusation and counter accusation
between Ethiomedia and Ethiopian Review as Accusers and EPPF as the defendants and counter accusers as
well. I think some one close to them should put his or her hands on their puffed-up and inflated shoulders and give
them a good shaking if not a slap to egoistic Elias and Abraha, as they now look grown up though thick-headed
still. Otherwise, they may keep on dreaming of everything among which will be a big platform for their so-called
TPLF-type political views, the life of playboys and the reputation of intellectuals aesthete which they never had and
never and ever will. Behind all their disreputable political exercises suspected and perhaps lead too, by TPLF and
EPLF, we see a rather self-centred two greedy and crazy men who now became rejects of both governments to
completely become perilously out of touch with their own ill-advised supporters let alone Ethiopia as a whole. They
are whistling in the dark as always hence had to bite everyone like mad dogs to suit their purposes. Elias Kifle and
Abraha Belai are long diagnosed as cow-boy politicians, dangerous psychopaths, inventors of porky-pies and or
utter lies who are also capable of re-inventing themselves with remarkable dexterity, like all gifted actors if and
when necessary to inflate their egos, fool the general public and want to make more monies and names for
themselves. They both have pretended for a long time to have Intelligence unites or informers and branches in
Ethiopia and everywhere to easily make their false reports believable but they both had nothing at all. They have
been in eloquent self-delusion on a heroic scale. They have become men of yesteryears who do not know who is
who & what they are and what they really did to our great and beloved country, Ethiopia, in the past 20 odd years.

Now, even after the truth came out from the EPPF side, they both seemed utterly incapable of acknowledging any
wrongdoings on their part. Though, sorry is not good enough in their case, and yet they failed to apologise for all
the horrible things they uttered about the EPPF or Arbegnoch Gimbar. In fact, and perhaps they are considering
themselves victims too? Is this because they are cads, politicians or both? It is the old adage, of course, how can
you tell when opportunists and power hungry spongers are lying? Their lips are moving but have their political
prostitution taught them anything about honesty, integrity, and basic decency? No. Who said then, lying, flirting
with two devils and treachery does not pay? These disgraced individuals are frustrating the future establishment of
democracy in Ethiopia. What a cynical betrayal of the countless millions of hard-working fighters and tolerant
society? So, why won’t we dare to shut their mouths and kick their butts? These are the sort of weaknesses that
may have a significant adverse impact on our communities substantially affecting the public’s view of the integrity
of politicians and in general Ethiopian politics. I think it is time that these two website editors need to get more
regular contact with reality and planet earth and that they refrain from causing frictions and creating divisions
among our people in the struggle. This time it will be for talking some sense not nonsense. Hence let’s stop them
recklessly playing Russian roulettes with Ethiopian lives in the armed struggle or not to appease or please
the blood-socked TPLF scams to creep into our respectable future which is totally wrong and morally
unacceptable. Yes, the self-appointed General Elias Kifle & Aite Abraha are multiple-faced, opportunistic flirts and
conmen of Ethiopian politics, the dodgiest of used car salesmen, trying to flog a clapped-out, broken down model
for change by slapping on a new coat of paint”. I say these because I fear no one, but fear itself and Almighty God.
My fellow Ethiopians, we ought to be majority if united but apparently we aren’t unfortunately, or if we are, we are
not united fully and strongly and are defrauded of our rights. Therefore, we end up with a situation whereas I have
sometimes said before; everyone believes they are persecuted minorities without fighting their enemies for their
rights and freedoms. This is not a situation that encourages easy and honest communication and victory for us all.
And the effect is very often we miserably failed to relate to one another except at a level of destructive and often
angry bewilderment and denial: which incidentally does wonders for our enemies the ruthless dictators and traitors
in power. Hence let’s not listen to the likes of the disguised TPLF and racist Abraha Belai and selfish and mindless
bigot Elias Kifle who had nothing to offer to the struggle but his controlling attitude and Bere Wolede kind of utter
lies that mislead thousands of his netters. Is there a way of beginning to think around all this? I don’t imagine we
shall change our bad habits overnight, or come to agreements where there were none though I hope we can do
something rather urgently about the widespread assumption that my pain or our pain is automatically more real
and serious than yours or theirs. There is no possible reconciliation while we are stuck in the past. But perhaps we
can at least step back sufficiently to ask not so much what makes us one nation, but what makes us a nation at all.
It has been said often enough in recent years that we, Ethiopians, have been seen as a community that rewards
dishonesty or concealment. It has been said also, that some fear of being stigmatised as nationalist, tribalismbiased, and bigoted. These levels of fear and mistrust are cause for grief and repentance. If we all feel the pain of
these past years can prompt us to see more clearly what we do to each other, we shall have grown a little, into the
space God has made for us. But have we really? I doubt it. Elias Kifle and Abraha Belai often choose to entertain
some trusting fools rather than inform the general public the truth. And on many occasions too, they both made
dramas out of serious crisis. Sensationalism for them is trivializing the great moral issue of all those days. The
shameful and unprofessional state of these so-called Ethiopian website editors makes me very sick. They all must
vie for attention and are blinded by big ambitions to rule Ethiopia in future. What a wishful thinking brothers and
sisters too? To me, their wishes are selfish, greed, distasteful and absurd. What a sorry way of treating our affairs?
Therefore, these good-for-nothing enemy cadres have revelled in their ignorance and prejudices that their deeds
have been devious and irresolute when they demonised EPPF members to the extent of reporting their death and
being controlled by Shaebia. How bad and cruel was that to wish the death of many fighters who were still alive?
There are a million and one big issues worrying the Ethiopian people that should have been debated and solutions
found for to free our people and liberate our beloved country Ethiopia. But the I know it all General Elias Kifle and
Professor Do-Little Abraha Belai’s spreading of unfounded malicious gossips against Arbegnoch Gimbar (EPPF)
are not among them at all. So, why are they wasting so much time debating about the EPPF who they did not at all
help morally and financially and furthermore, backbiting and demonising most opposition political parties in and
outside Ethiopia? They blackmailed and managed to destroy many good patriots. They are not at all intellectually
challenging to EPPF, anyone they destroyed or me for that matter but wondered why? Abraha Belai does these,
all because the politics of the & dead TPLF still rushes through his blood veins with the depressed TPLF
dissidents on his beating heart”. As for Elias, he is simply the ugly face of Ethiopian politics hence he should
have stayed in his mother’s womb to mature a bit. I found their kiss and tell journalism distasteful, invasive,
intrusive and divisive to say the least. I think they should all leave the writing and intellectual debates to us the
patriots who understand it better. They are plucky little liars and pretenders who can’t produce good things but
their false and offensive buffoonery. I do not at all believe that they are capable of operating opposition’s political
websites with the fact and neutrality, which sometimes is essential. They are simply acting as if they are still village
boys who are shepherds in some remote areas of Ethiopia and Eritrea. They must be told to stop spreading lies.

This is because, it is, all they know. It is what Elias and Abraha do for a living. They always strive and want some
patriot’s head preferably too, mine on a pole to be jeered by their TPLF and EPRDF mobs. They are all baying for
my head all because one strong and courageous man can be a majority to be able to keep a nasty government off
the rail let alone the silly websites they manage and their barking dogs they befriended for their hidden reasons.
Sad it may be, but that is all they want in their lives. You may also ask too, that who is this dog-attack and political
culture to be helping? Not the opposition politicians who can no longer rely on fair and free electoral system and
public turnout; not the oppressed public who should now be more worried about the government vengeance if they
vote for opposition, not the free press but the evil regime and their ex-colleagues, the TPLF dissidents. In my
humble opinion, millions of normal people hated what has happened to the nasty, nutty TPLF/EPRDF world hence
we must all fight to the end to stop those who now pose threat and remain to be obstacle and as elusive as ever.
One thing we have in common with some website editors like Abraha in particular, and his likes is that, we are all
against Meles. In that and only that case, we looked good friends. In the process, we know that our opponents are
in front of us and we know that they are tribal and dangerous. But we fight to have multiple ways of life for one
nation hence we became enemies in the end that gave our mutual enemies like Meles more time to destroy our
country and all of us. Hence I always preached, we need to learn that if you stab your friends in the back and
divide the nation, it is not you or your friends who succeed; it is your enemies. This is not clever politics. I keep
meeting, speaking and corresponding with hundreds of people who say they can’t make head or tail of these
editors’ pretentious campaigns but they have hesitated to criticise like me. Their supporter’s character too, is
swiftly becoming a disappointment to their friends, an embarrassment to the general public and a liability
to our country. It is an Ethiopian disease. It has been the same at every stage of our country’s political progress.
We were supposed to celebrate good progress and determine too, more than mudslinging, back-pedalling and talk
absurdities. So, the question is not why that Abraha Belai is still indirectly supporting the TPLF dissidents
only to return to the dark ages, and Mad Elias Kifle unashamedly chosen to flirting with the Shaebia to the
extent of making Isayas and his own father Kifle as men of the year? And why have they become headless
chicken to swim in troubled waters? Are they slaves of two masters? Oh, what silly & busy devils they must be.
Dear my fellow Ethiopians, in all human history, every great leap forward has been driven by a new clarity of
thought. Except for a few natural catastrophes, every great woe has been driven by a stupidity. Our last and
present enemy is ourselves; and this is a war, and we are all soldiers to free ourselves, protect our sovereignty
and nation at all costs. As the son of an Arbegna family, I could not ignore the recent false, divisive, and devious
self-centred propagandas posted on Ethiomedia and Ethiopian Review websites. Maybe it’s harder to get excited
if there isn’t some clear evil to oppose. So, let us be absolutely clear that where there is human evil and muddled
thinking by opportunists like Elias Kifle and Abraha Belai, where there are also cruelty and torture and deliberate
murder by those regimes they liked to appease and there are biases enshrouding it. Where and when people of
clear sight oppose these evil doers with muddled thinking and biases, the concealed evil fights back though the
truth does have enemies because such people often find it easier to be a result of the past than a good cause of
the future. “Are Elias and Abraha exactly saying to us the same weird thing that George W Bush said years
ago? He did say, “Our enemies...never stop thinking about new ways to harm our country and our people,
and neither do we”. What a stupid president? These two idiots who also started acting like the new USA’s
Tea Party activists have been crying foul, using dirty tricks attempting to hijack our struggle and or the
movement to divert us from the big issues to benefit Ethiopian enemies. But the birthplace of Coffee
Ethiopia cannot be transformed to become the modern Tea Party because that could only be Republicans’
dream or nightmare but for us Ethiopians, it has no place in Ethiopian politics. So, will the real Tea Party
Members please stand up? Or, are these two rascals the “Bullshit Brass Bands” that only makes noises?
The two are incapable of independent thinking and as a result, incapable of independent acting. Hence I believe to
be driven by false propagandas and such wrong efforts by the two website editors are unproductive and unwise at
this crucial time all because such divisive and devious tactics in our struggle for our country is one of division and
defeat. Hence I believe that it is time for all Ethiopians to rise up and demand appropriate reform within the
existing political struggles. The mechanisms exist for citizens to participate in their chosen parties and to drive
their parties in the right direction. It is my wish for all opposition website editors to unite to work together too? All
political thinking for years past has been vitiated in the same way. People can foresee the future only when it
coincides with their own wishes, and the most grossly obvious facts can be ignored when they are unwelcome.
The very powerful and the very stupid have one thing in common. Instead of altering their views to fit the facts,
they alter the facts to fit their views like Elias and Abraha did all the time that can be very uncomfortable if you
happen to be one of the facts that need altering. We want the facts to fit the preconceptions. When they don’t, it is
easier to ignore the facts than change the preconceptions. But Elias Kifle and Abraha Belai live in a fairy tale with
their creation of fairies and falsehood planet. Hence beware of Two of a Kind Disguised Ethiopian Enemies in
our midst called Abraha Belay of Woyane Agent and Elias Kifle of Shaebia flirt who are two heads in a
muddled political affairs with their feet in the Grave. Facts are stubborn things; and whatever may be our
wishes, our inclinations, or the dictates of our passions, they cannot alter the state of facts and evidence.

Man proceeds in the fog. But when he looks back to judge people of the past, he sees no fog on their path. From
his present, which was their far away future, their path looks perfectly clear to him, good visibility all the way.
Looking back, he sees the people proceeding; he sees their mistakes, but not the fog. And yet all of them were
walking in a fog, and one might wonder: who is blinder? Therefore, a generation that ignores history has no past
and no future at all. How Ethiopian opposition website editors like Elias and Abraha and their likes are running a
thriving business and a bundle of utter lies and contradictions to fool the general public and still are admired for
their contribution to the struggle by handful trusting fools is beyond me. Such brainwashed and blinded followers
who merely believe and don’t think straight, investigate and analyse always forget that they continually expose
themselves to their own worst enemy they blindly admired, adored and worshipped. Wherever belief reigns, doubt
lurks in the background. But thinking people welcome doubt: it serves them as a valuable stepping-stone to better
knowledge. For more of this endless dose of drama, these can only be described as that of men from the
children’s book series. Yes, the two men’s mind boggling episodes about EPPF (Ye-Arbegnoch Gimbar) and their
malicious gossips, they were left too loose and free to have been the perfect laugh riot so far, as they have offered
everything from endless comedy and tragedy dramas to rib tickling episodes of the new and the old millenniums.
The other Laughing Cow Cheese Firm owner and the disguised TPLF Cadre called Girma Kassa of Atlanta who
has been expelled from Kinijit and banned from most Discussion Forums even tried to let us believe him on
Ethiopians Forum saying I quote, “Isayas arrested and killed EPPF soldiers basically putting an END to the
armed struggle euphoria that has been fanned by groups like ECADF and G7. Meles in return allowed
Girma Asmerom to return to Eritrea so that he can put back all links that were disconnected. It is going to
be very interesting”. End of quote. What a Hod-ader Bastard blindly talking about armed fighters who has not
been killed at all as our brother Arbegna Mengistu eloquently explained and confirmed the 17 Arbegnoch being
alive during his interview with ECADF? And such two-faced psychopath, bloody liar who is also hired by TPLF has
posted many lies on some websites without any question or thorough investigation done the editors about the
contents of his scribbles and his hidden and devious motives. So, can such hired bandas or cadres have any
moral ground to criticise Ethiopian fighters who are in the process of sacrificing their lives while the likes of Bozene
Girma Kassa sitting in their comfortable chairs in the west 24/7 just to discourage others who do good jobs by
putting their lives on line? Sad! So, isn’t it unfair to spread so many lies without a shred of truth in it and make
false allegations about EPPF position is heads I win tails you all lose? We like truthful and reliable information
about everything to do with our troubled nation and country Ethiopia but we do not want to share the personal
problems of those who tell lies to destroy others who are fighting tooth and nail to liberate Ethiopia and to save
oppressed Ethiopians. Perhaps their next crisis will concentrate on the minds of those in the Diaspora Ethiopian
opposition who wrongly supported these two fraudulent website editors: one who indirectly supports the TPLF to
bring forward only Tigrean leaders and the other sod, by the name of Elias who does not know what he has been
doing to date & would never know how to go about in politics in future too. He is a hopelessly lost cause in politics.
Last but not least, I say to EPPF’s Arbegna Mengistu, other EPPF leaders and gallant soldiers “Don't worry over what
other people are thinking and saying about you. They all are too busy worrying over what you and all
Ethiopian patriots are always doing and thinking about them and the reduced income they are making
only spreading malicious gossips against trusted opposition political parties, their leaders and many
strong individuals like you lot and even me who they have tried to destroy not to help the struggle as
before after glamorising and worshiping us like Angels. May God Almighty keep you healthy and safe; help
you to do all what is RIGHT for your beloved country Ethiopia? Amen! I heard you loud and you have re-kindled my
hope and I am sure, the hope of thousands of other Ethiopians around the globe. You lot are great gifts of God to
our struggle hence I felt proud of you all. Hence I wholeheartedly hope that many others would be more like you
and those who are armed or not will have the guts to speak out the TRUTH in the days, months and years to come.
We are proud of your contribution, dedication and determination and sacrifices you are making on our behalf. May
God bless you and your families for the sacrifices you all are paying not to get any specific rewards for yourselves
but to give all of us the country we love and democracy. Having said that, I also wondered why did most others let
these con merchants and liars ride free on their minds if they all were fair-minded people who loved their country
and their oppressed people? I could not understand it at all. I have recorded solid evidences about these two
political prostitutes and pretenders, pathological and habitual liars in Ethiopian politics that I would reveal in future.
As you are well aware too, the people of Tigrai and all other Ethiopian tribes as a whole have suffered enough in
the hands of the so-called TPLF, EPRDF leaders and their poisoned dogs like Abraha and Shaebia’s sympathiser
Elias are trying to weaken us. Hence it is time that we came together to ensure that this division and our people’s
suffering come to an end. We must not fail our mother country and the oppressed nation. The only fitting memorial
to those Ethiopians who perished in recent war in Tigrai, Bure and those thousands of young men and women
who were slaughtered on the streets of Ethiopian cities & towns, can be uniting to install a democratic government
and bringing peace and success in Ethiopia. It is not only essential but it is possible and right. Otherwise, the evil
men and women who carried out all those crimes against Ethiopia and Ethiopians like Elias and Abraha will have
won a victory that will embarrass and haunt us, as well as the future generation for many long years to come.

Hence my fellow Ethiopians, stand up united, be tough, rough and brave like your fathers, forefathers and
ancestors to fight for your rights and your mother country Ethiopia to say NO to bloody liars & extremists like Elias
Kifle and Abraha Belai, the fundamentalists and racists of TPLF and EPRDF: men and women of dark ages. No
more hell in Ethiopia, no more division, no more disease and hunger, no more looting and begging the world
community year after year but equality, unity, peace, justice, democracy, freedom, brotherhood, love, harmony,
wealth, prosperous economy, true and modern democracy in and for Ethiopia. And no more lies and bandas????

UNITED, WE STAND FIRM AND WE SHALL WIN. DIVIDED WE BECOME WEAK AND WE FALL!
DOWN WITH ELIAS KIFLE AND ABRAHA BELAI: THE PATHOLOGICAL AND HABITUAL LIARS
AND BLOODY BANDAS!

LONG LIVE MOTHER ETHIOPIA!
Genuine feedbacks are very much appreciated at:
teferi_7@hotmail.com
I am not bound to win, but I am bound to be true. I am not bound to succeed, but I am bound to
live by the light that I have. I must stand with anybody that stands right, and stand with him
while he is right, and part with him when he goes wrong. Abraham Lincoln.
PS: IF THEY RESPOND TO THIS, OR DEFENDED THEMSELVES, I ASSURE THAT THERE WILL BE MORE TO COME!
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